
Salmon  Guru,  seriously  fun
spirits near Plaza Santa Ana
The terms craft cocktails and celebrity mixologist can make
eyeballs roll faster than you can say Vesper Martini. Because
with all the clapping of mint leaves and fancy garnishes, it’s
easy for a place to take itself too seriously. 

And while the folks behind Salmon Guru do have some serious
credentials (proprietor is mixology mastermind Diego Cabrera),
you won’t find any stern-faced barmen shaming your request for
vodka  here.  The  only  thing  serious  at  this  spot  is  the
bartenders’ love for well-made drinks.

The dark, unassuming exterior on Calle Echegaray does little
to reveal the neon lights and quirky decor inside. The front
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room is all 50s-era bungalow, with a bar and palm-print swivel
chairs to one side and low seating against dark wood paneling
on the other.

But don’t stop there. Follow the neon glow toward the back
room and you’ll find yourself in the middle of a pop-art light
extravaganza, with neon lightning bolts on the ceiling and
familiar comic book faces on the walls.



As soon as you sit down you’ll have a menu and glass of water
plunked in front of you. If you’ve lived in Madrid for any



length of time, you know how rare it is to find a spot who’ll
bring you a free glass (let alone keep it filled).

Just like the decor, the menu is an eclectic mix. You’ll find
perfectly executed classics listed alongside their in-house
inventions. If you’re not sure where to start, don’t be shy!

The bartenders are more than happy to recommend a drink based
on what you like. Even better is to simply ask about their
favorites, which I how I found myself sipping a Laphroaig-
infused old-fashioned that isn’t on the menu.



Pasión, a blend of rum, coconut milk and passion fruit



Vesper Martini & classic Manhattan

Need one more reason to check out Salmon Guru? The place is a
must  for  whiskey  lovers.  If  you  don’t  see  your  favorite
amongst the extensive selection of American bourbon and rye on
the shelves, ask to see their secret whiskey menu.



All  in  all,  if  you’re  looking  sip  impeccably  made  drinks
somewhere  that’s  hip  while  being  unpretentious,  definitely
check out Salmon Guru.

Info
Facebook
Address: Calle Echegaray, 21
Metro: Sevilla or Anton Martin
Phone: 91 000 61 85

By Danielle Owens, Website & Facebook
A former Oregonian, Californian and Bogotana, Danielle is (for
now!) settled in Madrid. Since 2014, she’s chronicled her
experiences living abroad on her blog, No Longer Native.

1862  Dry  Bar,  staggeringly
chic  cocktail  bar  on  Calle
Pez
They say that Madrid has more bars per square mile than any
other Spanish city (some even go as far as to boast, in
Europe). Whilst I’m not sure of the exact bar tally, not that
I’m all that concerned, what I do know is that you only need
to step foot out of your house to see that Madrid is certainly
not lacking in places to get a drink. If there’s one thing
that Spaniards enjoy (aside from the stereotypical siesta)
it’s a tipple or two.

However, bars in Madrid tend to generally fall into one of two
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distinct camps; the ones with the unmissable glow of strip
lighting and scattered napkins, that generally tend to be
frequented by a more aging population. And those that cater to
fans of an exposed brick interior, shabby chic furniture and a
drink served in a jam jar. This is what makes 1862 Dry Bar so
unique. It falls into neither category and I’m all the more
pleased for it. A staggeringly chic cocktail bar perched on
the perennially popular Calle Pez, it may look discreet from
the roadside, but upon stepping inside, you could quite easily
be transported into the prohibition-era bars that are more
likely to be found stateside, than in Spain.

The affable owner, Alberto, is a fountain of knowledge on the
cocktail front, in other words, what he doesn’t know about all
things shaken or stirred isn’t worth knowing. The building (an
old hardware store I believe) manages to effortlessly straddle
being  airy  and  cosy  simultaneously.  The  downstairs  is
particularly sumptuous, with plenty of nooks for a clandestine
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date or an intimate chat, whilst sipping on your expertly made
pisco sour. 









What  I



particularly  loved  about  1862  Dry  Bar,  was  the  clearly
knowledgeable and creative bar staff. The menu has all the
classics  in  place,  but  also  offers  up  some  truly  unique
cocktails  made  by  guest  mixologists  ranging  from  Trailer
Happiness (hailing from Hoxton), with another one being from
The Ritz Madrid.

The furniture, the staff and ultimately the delectable drinks,
make Dry Bar 1862 the perfect watering hole for a date night
or a glamorous venue for a gaggle of friends. The cocktails
are potent and pack a punch, however, the jewel in the crown
is Alberto, whose passion for a decent drink prevails in a
city that is often lacking.

Info
Facebook
Address: Calle del Pez, 27
Metro: Noviciado
Phone: 609 53 11 51
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